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scott group custom carpets
The Scott Group story first began in 1969, but in many ways, it begins anew with every project we do.  

Using the world’s finest natural fibers, we combine our creativity and meticulous craftsmanship to create  

one-of-a-kind rugs and carpets. Because our entire process takes place under one roof, our designers can  

serve as ambassadors of   your ideas, monitoring every step to make sure the end product meets or exceeds  

your expectations. Along the way, our team of  tufters, finishers, and customer service representatives  

work diligently to make sure each carpet is nothing short of  perfection. At Scott Group Custom Carpets,  

we never tire of  transforming your ideas into luxury carpets like no others on earth.
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scottgroupstudio.com
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Stratis Collection 

Layered compositions exist all around us. They present 
themselves in a multitude of ways through depth, color, light 
and shadow. Inherently, layers provide interest, texture and 
complexity – a perfect opportunity to translate this idea 
materially.    

Whether observing natural layers through the process of 
atmospheric conditioning or discovering it more intentionally 
through fashion or art, The Stratis Collection is a result of 
interpreting layers via a series of luxurious patterns and 
textures, both refined and artistic. 



The breaking of a sound wave. The 
splintering of dry terrain. The crackling of 
pottery glaze. The fracturing and distinctive 
lines that occur during disruption or 
separation create layering through interesting 
depth and dimension. 

FRACTURE



W84628:  Arenia II (S-2) with silk

“This pattern was inspired by crackling glaze seen in pottery. The color combination of  creams and silk will work well within an 
aircraft by coordinating with leathers and stone accents.” – Laurie Morin, Senior Designer

Shown right:
Arenia II (S-2) with silk



W84721:  Ravella Loop with silkW84621:  Voyello with silk



W84721:  Ravella Loop with silk

W84628:  Arenia II (S-2) with silk

W84621:  Voyello with silk

W84480:  Wilsito with silk

W84480:  Wilsito with silk



The visual play of darkness against light 
provides instant drama. Shadows of leafy 
trees, and crevasses of sky scrapers present 
a powerful display of positive and negative 
imagery.  

SHADOW



W84837:  Evolve with silk

Shown left:
Evolve with silk



W84841:  Komorebi with silk W84837:  Evolve with silk

W84441:  Enora (S-1.5) W84840:  Maija UT

W84441:  Enora (S-1.5)



“There is a soft beauty in the shifting of  light and shadow that creates large expanses of  breathing room with gathered shapes 
around us.” – Shannon Mack, Designer

W84841:  Komorebi with silk

Shown right:
Komorebi with silk



The interaction of shapes in a cityscape build 
a visual rhythm. Intermixing contemporary 
architecture with classic structures provide 
high contrast for an interesting and layered 
skyline. 

SKYLINE



W84722:  Ravella Cut with silk

Shown right (left to right): 
Maija with silk and wool cashmere and Ravella Cut with silk



W84842:  Etreso with silk

W84722:  Ravella Cut with silk W84622:  Maija with silk and wool cashmere

W84854:  Aluin with silk

 “I started playing with and rearranging shapes in large scale throughout the aircraft. The varying line weights and detail are 
inspired by vintage Art Deco.” – Mary Van Haaften, Senior Designer

W84854:  Aluin with silk



Shown left:
Maija with silk and wool cashmere

W84622:  Maija with silk and wool cashmere



When natural forces such as wind and rain 
begin to break up the Earth’s surfaces, 
beautiful topography and asymmetrical 
patterns can be revealed. The swirling of ice 
formations or shifting of sand all provide a 
sense of movement and grace.

ATLAS



W84673:  Fanchon with silk

“I was initially drawn to a delicate design element around the neck of  a garment. As I started playing with the pattern, scaling it 
up, it became more textural, directional. The end result is a pattern that reminds me of  a topographical map or satellite image of  a 
weather pattern.” – Mary Van Haaften, Senior Designer

Shown left (left to right):
Camira II with silk and Fanchon with silk



W84791:  Baria IV with silk

W84714:  Camira II with silk

W84559:  Illuminated Grid II with silk

W84673:  Fanchon with silk

W84714:  Camira II with silk



For the fashion savvy, layering is a way of 
telling a personal style narrative. Blending 
textures, using fine denier yarn and silks 
create interesting and distinctive  
effects. This paired with a mindful color  
palette provide a rich and polished story for 
any exceptional environment. 

COUTURE



W84629:  Ballina with wool cashmere and silk

Shown left (clockwise from left): 
Ethan Stripe, Ballina with wool cashmere and silk and Phosphorescent with silk



“The inspiration for Weston began by exploring how mixed textures occur within woven textiles. I was drawn to how the elements in 
a pattern can come and go, suggesting movement even within structure.” – Ann Cole, Senior Designer

W84492:  Weston with silk

Shown right (left to right):
Wilsito with silk and Weston with silk
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W84629:  Ballina with wool cashmere and silk

W84847:  Ethan Stripe W84492:  Weston with silk

W84847:  Ethan Stripe

W84627:  Phosphorescent with silk



Scott Group Studio is a family of  local and global custom, 
luxury rug and carpet brands with a single purpose: to 
provide unsurpassed quality and service. Our handcrafting 
heritage traces back to 1969, and our quality craftsmanship 
serves residential, corporate, aviation, and marine interiors 
markets. All Scott Group Studio brands—Scott Group 
Custom Carpets, Hokanson, PWV—share a devotion to 
worthy materials, humble artistry, and a caring touch.


